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Dear Mr Roberts 

 
DISPATCHING THE MARKET: CSP/CSC TRIAL AT THE TUMUT NODES 

 
Eraring Energy wishes to thank ACCC for the opportunity provided to make comments on the 
proposed code changes to enable for a trial of Constraint Support Payments/Constraint Support 
Contracts (CSP/CSC) arrangements at the Snowy Tumut nodes.  
 
What is the Problem? 
 
The current NEM design is based on a ‘hub and spoke’ arrangement of the transmission system 
whereby regional price hubs are interconnected to other such hubs by direct interconnectors. 
Generation within a region is assumed to flow directly to the regional price hub with no impact on the 
interconnector flows (so called “option1 “). Of course such model is technically limited since 
interconnector flows ‘compete’ for the limited flow available on the intra-regional lines and this has 
caused problems in the market for some time. Whilst the use of NEMMCO’s Option 4 allows 
NEMMCO to control such competing power flows it still has perverse incentives for some regional 
generators to increase generation and cause counter-price flows between regions. In such cases 
NEMMCO will attempt to minimise such counter-price flows. 
 
To solve these problems Charles River Associates (“CRA”) developed the Constraint Support Pricing 
(“CSP”) and Constraint Support Contract (“CSC”) concepts. These concepts are both complicated to 
understand and are untested. The Snowy trial is a subset of the CRA proposals. 
 
It should be remembered that the CRA proposals were developed at the request of the Ministerial 
Council on Energy (“MCE”). Included in their report is discussion on regional boundary change 
‘process’ but as yet there has been no pronouncements on any regional boundary changes that 
should be implemented before the new boundary test comes into operation. Of course the ultimate  



                                                                                                                                                                     
physical solution would be to build an additional transmission line however that would need to be 
justified and then built which would take several years at least. 
 
 
What is the Snowy Trial? 
 
The Snowy trial is a sub set of the full CRA proposals. When there is a binding constraint on the 
Murray to Tumut station line flows, monies from the Snowy to NSW SRA units are to be given to 
Snowy Hydro (northerly flow case) and conversely money is to be taken from Snowy and given to the 
NSW to Snowy SRA units (southerly flow case). 
 
 
 
Why the Proposed Derogation for Snowy is Opposed 
 
 

1. Not a Trial 
 

The proposed “trial” will only involve the settlements process ie the NEMMCO dispatch engine will 
not need to be modified. However it will involve real changes to payments to/from market 
participants.  It is therefore more than a ‘trial’ since actual market settlements will be affected. 
 
There seems to be no valid reason why the trial could not be a paper trial using ‘paper money’ ie 
the existing settlements remain unchanged and a supplementary set of settlements values are 
calculated using the Snowy proposal but solely for the purpose of review. This allows examination 
of the out workings of the CSP/CSC arrangements with no unintended financial consequences. 
 
A paper trial does not need a derogation. 
 
2. Limited Implementation of CRA Proposals 

 
CSC/CSP concept has not been used anywhere in the world 
 No analysis has been undertaken prior to implementation  
 Only covers the Tumut nodes and not the Murray node 
 All CSC are allocated to Snowy thus other participants cannot participate 
 No clarification of CSC allocation process 

 
3. Public Benefits Test 

 
 No demonstration of public benefit. 

 
 

4. Market Power  
 
Snowy is the ONLY generator that: 

 has full indication of power flow information in Snowy Region 
     (can directly see how close the flow is to the intra-regional flow limit) 



                                                                                                                                                                     
 can cause the intra-regional constraint to bind when desired 

     (by re-arranging generation between Murray and Tumut) 
 is the sole beneficiary of the market revenue arising from these factors 
 is a very large peak capacity generator with quick start capability that sits directly on  

     two major interconnectors in the NEM 
 

5. Wealth Transfer from SRAs to Snowy Hydro 
 

The Snowy proposal is to compensate Tumut generation using inter-regional settlements 
residues (IRSR).  Therefore, Snowy to NSW SRA units will be devalued and consequently 
auction proceeds will ultimately be reduced to detriment of consumers who receive the proceeds 
by a reduction in TUOS fees.  In addition market participants currently holding these SRA units to 
hedge a contract position will be disadvantaged and forced to re-hedge their positions at short 
notice. Future purchase of SRA units for hedging purposes will be highly uncertain. 
 
These two aspects can be regarded as a wealth transfer from TUOS fees and from current SRA 
holders to Snowy Hydro.  
 
 
6. Regional Boundary Solution 
 
This trial is being proposed without proper consideration of the alternative of creating a new 
market region for Tumut generation. Whilst the MCE has been considering the regional boundary 
issues no proposals have been announced. 
 
The addition of a Tumut region would convert the intra-regional flow problem between Murray and 
the Tumut stations into an interconnector flow constraint which is easily managed by the current 
NEMMCO dispatch engine and fully understood by all market participants (”option 1”). 
 
The implementation of a trial of CSP/CSC is seen as undue haste especially given the imminent 
creation of the AER and AEMC who should be evaluating and reviewing market changes that they 
will be responsible for. 

   
 
Conclusion 
 
Eraring Energy opposes the code derogation proposed by Snowy Hydro to enable a trial of CSP/CSC 
arrangements at Tumut node due to the above reasons.   
 
 
A paper trial that does not impact on real settlements could be commenced without a Code change at 
any convenient time. Also, policy decisions on regional boundaries and constraint management are 
forthcoming which could resolve the current issues with Snowy region by simple more direct 
measures.    
 

 



                                                                                                                                                                     
If you need further clarification on any of the issues raised in this submission, please contact Mr 
Robert Burns, Manager Market Development and Special Projects on 02 8268 4237. 

 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 

Gerry Grove-White 
Managing Director 
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